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COMBINED LIABILITY POLICY – ABOUT YOUR POLICY

About Your Policy
This Policy has been produced by Pen Underwriting Limited
a Managing General Agent of the Insurers stated in The
Schedule. The Insurers have delegated authority to Pen
Underwriting Limited to underwrite Insurance and handle
Claims for You on their behalf.
This Policy wording explains the insurance provided under
this contract. The Policy is a contract between You and the
insurer(s) stated in The Schedule. Any reference in this
document to ‘We’, ‘Us’, ‘Our’ or the ‘Insurer’ is a reference to
the insurer(s) stated on The Schedule.
In return for You having paid or agreed to pay the premium
for the Period of Insurance, We will indemnify You by
payment or, at Our option, by reinstatement or repair to the
extent of and subject to the terms contained in or endorsed
on the policy
Each Section may include terms Definitions Conditions and
Exclusions unique to the Section which should be read in
conjunction with the Policy Definitions, Conditions and
Exclusions.
An Endorsement forms an addition to the Section and varies
the insurance provided by the Section.
The Schedule or Appendix and any Endorsement should
be read together for precise details of Your insurance
protection.
Please take care to review all documentation carefully to
ensure that the information provided accurately reflects
Your circumstances and that the cover provided suits Your
requirements.
You should pay particular attention to any terms conditions
limits and exclusions including endorsements which may
require You to take action.

Duty of Fair Presentation

regard the Policy as void and are not required to return any
paid Premium to You.
If the breach was not deliberate or reckless, Insurers’ remedy
shall depend upon what Insurers would have done if You
had complied with the duty of fair presentation:
1.

Insurers may regard the Policy as void if Insurers
would not have entered into the Policy on any terms
in the absence of the breach. In this case, the Insurers
must return the premium paid (and, if applicable, You
must return any payments made by Insurers under
the terms of the Policy).

2.

If the Insurers would have entered into the Policy,
but on different terms (other than terms relating
to premium) the Policy is to be treated as if those
different terms applied from the outset, if the Insurer
so requires.

3.

If the Insurers would have entered into the Policy but
would have charged a higher premium the Insurers
may reduce the amount to be paid on a Claim (and, if
applicable, the amount already paid on prior claims) by
the proportion the premium actually paid bears to the
premium that would have been charged. This remedy
may apply in addition to the remedy at 2. above.

Terms and Conditions
Where: (i) there has been a failure to comply with a term
(express or implied) of this Policy, other than a term which
defines the risk as a whole; and (ii) compliance with such
term would tend to reduce the risk of loss of a particular
kind and/or loss at a particular location and/or loss at a
particular time, the Insurer cannot rely on the breach of such
term to exclude, limit or discharge its liability if You show
that the failure to comply with such term could not have
increased the risk of the loss which actually occurred in the
circumstances in which it occurred

•

You are clear which Sections You have requested and
want to be included;

If You breach any warranty in this Policy, the Insurer’s liability
under the Policy shall be suspended from the time of the
breach until the time when the breach is remedied (if it is
capable of being remedied). The Insurer will have no liability
to You for any loss which occurs, or which is attributable to
something happening, during the period when the Insurer’s
liability is suspended.

•

You understand what each Section covers and does
not cover;

Authorised Signatory
Tom Downey

•

You understand Your own duties under each Section
and under the insurance as a whole.

This Policy is a contract between You and the Insurer.
Please read the whole document carefully. It is arranged
in different Sections. It is important that

Please contact Your broker immediately if this Document is
not correct or if You would like to ask any questions.
Important Notice:
You are required to make a fair presentation of the risk to
Insurers.
If You breach Your duty to provide a fair presentation and
any such breach was deliberate or reckless, Insurers may

Pen Underwriting Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA number 314493).
Registered Office: The Walbrook Building, 25 Walbrook,
London EC4N 8AW. Registered in England and Wales.
Company Number: 5172311.
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Complaints

Compensation Scheme

At Pen Underwriting, it is always our intention to provide
a first class standard of service. However, it is appreciated
that occasionally things go wrong. In a majority of cases the
agent who arranged the insurance will be able to resolve
any concerns and You should contact them directly in the
first instance.

The providers of this insurance as defined in this Policy are
covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme
(FSCS). If they cannot meet their obligations You may be
entitled to compensation under this scheme depending on
the type of insurance and the circumstances of the claim

Alternatively You can complain by contacting Pen
Underwriting Limited (as per the contact details below)
quoting Your Policy and/or Claim number. We will investigate
Your concerns and provide a response as soon as possible.
Address:
Pen Underwriting Limited Complaints
7th Floor Spectrum Building
55 Blythswood Street
Glasgow G2 7AT
Telephone: 0141 285 3539
Email: pencomplaints@penunderwriting.com
In respect of complaint relating to DAS Commercial Legal
Protection
We always aim to give You a high quality service. If You think
We have let You down, You can contact Us by:
•

phoning 0344 893 9013

•

emailing customerrelations@das.co.uk

•

writing to
Customer Relations Department,
DAS Legal Expenses Insurance Company Limited,
DAS House, Quay Side,
Temple Back,
Bristol, BS1 6NH

•

Completing Our online complaint form at
www.das.co.uk

Further details of Our internal complaint-handling
procedures are available on request.
You can also contact Your Insurer, contact details can be
found in The Schedule.
Should You remain dissatisfied having received a Final
Response to Your complaint and You fit the definition of an
‘eligible complainant’, You may then be able to refer Your
complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS). Please
note that the FOS allow 6 months from the date of the Final
Response to escalate Your complaint to them. Further details
on eligibility and the referral process can be found on the
FOS Website.
Address:
The Financial Ombudsman Service
Exchange Tower
London E14 9SR
Telephone: 0800 0234567 (for landline users)
Telephone: 0300 1239123 (for mobile users)
Email: complaint.info@financial-ombudsman.org.uk
Website: www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk

You are covered for 90 per cent of the claim without any
upper limit. However, for compulsory classes of insurance
You are covered for 100 per cent of the claim without any
upper limit.
Further information about compensation scheme
arrangements is available from the FSCS
You can visit the website at www.fscs.org.uk

Notification of a circumstance for Claims
Made covers
You shall give Us notice as soon as reasonably practicable of
any Circumstances of which You first becomes aware during
the Period of Insurance.
If such notice is given, provided that We accept it as a
proper notification of Circumstances, any Claim covered
pursuant to this Policy which is subsequently made and
which arises out of the Circumstances, shall be deemed to
have been first made against You and reported to Us at the
time such notice was received.
Such notice must be given in writing or by an agreed
electronic format. For details on how to notify Your Claim,
please refer to Your Schedule.

The Law that governs this Policy
Unless the parties have agreed otherwise in writing any
dispute concerning the interpretation of this Policy shall
be governed and construed in accordance with English law
and shall be resolved within the exclusive jurisdiction of the
courts of England and Wales.

Data Protection
We are the data controller of any personal data You provide
to us. We collect and process personal data in order to offer
and provide insurance services and policies and to process
claims. Personal data is also used for business purposes such
as fraud prevention and detection, financial management,
to generate risk modelling, conduct analytics including to
advise, improve and develop our products and services
and to comply with our legal and regulatory obligations.
This may involve sharing information with, and obtaining
information from, our group companies and third parties
such as (re)insurers, other brokers, loss adjusters, credit
reference agencies, service providers, professional advisors,
our regulators or fraud prevention agencies.
We may record telephone calls to help us to monitor and
improve the service we provide as well as for regulatory
purposes.
Please see our Privacy Notice for further information
on how Your personal data is used, shared,
disclosed and retained, Your rights in relation to
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Your personal data and how to contact our Data
Protection Officer. Our Privacy Notice can be found at
https://www.penunderwriting.co.uk/Privacy-Policy. From
time to time we may make important updates to our Privacy
Notice and these may in turn affect the way we use and
handle Your data. Please ensure You review our Privacy
Notice periodically to ensure You are aware of any changes.
If You are entering into this agreement in the course of
Your business, or as a charity, for charitable purposes
and providing information on other individuals to us, for
example Your employees and/or any other party that would
be covered under the insurance policy we may be placing
or services we may provide to You, You shall ensure that
individuals whose personal data You are providing to us
have been provided with fair processing notices that are
sufficient in scope and purpose, and that You have obtained
all appropriate consents, where required, or are otherwise
authorised, to transfer the personal data to us and enable
us to use the personal data and process the personal data
for the purposes of this agreement and as set forth in our
Privacy Notice. You must not share personal data with us
that is not necessary for us to offer, provide or administer
our services to You.

Data Protection – Commercial Legal Expenses
Section
To comply with data protection regulations We are
committed to processing personal information fairly and
transparently. This Section is designed to provide a brief
understanding of how We collect and use this information.
We may collect personal details including name, address,
date of birth, email address and, on occasion, dependent
on the type of cover in place, sensitive information such
as medical records. This is for the purpose of managing
the products and services in place and this may include
underwriting, claims handling and providing legal advice.
We will only obtain personal information either directly from
you, the third party dealing with your claim or from the
authorised partner who sold this policy.
Who we are
DAS is part of DAS Legal Expenses Insurance Company
Limited which is part of DAS UK Holdings Limited (DAS UK
Group). The uses of personal data by us and members of
the DAS UK Group are covered by Our individual company
registrations with the Information Commissioner’s Office.
DAS has a Data Protection Officer who can be contacted at
dataprotection@das.co.uk

We will take all steps reasonably necessary to ensure the
personal data is treated securely and in accordance with
this Privacy Notice. Any transfer outside of the EEA will be
encrypted using SSL technology.
We will not disclose the personal data to any other person
or organisation unless We are required to by Our legal
and regulatory obligations. For example, We may use and
share the personal data with other organisations and public
bodies, including the police and anti-fraud organisations,
for the prevention and detection of crime, including fraud
and financial sanctions. If false or inaccurate information
is provided and fraud is identified, details will be passed
to fraud prevention agencies to prevent fraud and money
laundering. Further details explaining how the information
held by fraud prevention agencies may be used can be
obtained by writing to, or telephoning DAS. A copy is also
accessible and can be downloaded via Our website.
What is our legal basis for processing your information?
It is necessary for Us to use the personal information to
perform Our obligations in accordance with any contract
that We may have with the person taking out this Section.
It is also in Our legitimate interest to use the personal
information for the provision of services in relation to any
contract that We may have with the person taking out this
Section.
How long will your information be held for?
We will retain personal data for 7 years. We will only retain
and use the personal data thereafter as necessary to comply
with Our legal obligations, resolve disputes, and enforce Our
agreements. If you no longer want Us to use the personal
data, please contact Us at dataprotection@das.co.uk
What are your rights?
The following rights are available in relation to the handling
of personal data:
•

the right to access personal data held

•

the right to have inaccuracies corrected for personal
data held

•

the right to have personal data held erased

•

the right to object to direct marketing being
conducted based upon personal data held

•

the right to restrict the processing for personal data
held, including automated decision-making

•

the right to data portability for personal data held.

How we will use your information
We may need to send personal information to other parties,
such as lawyers or other experts, the court, insurance
intermediaries, insurance companies, appointed service
providers, specialist agencies or other members of the DAS
UK Group, so they may contact you for your feedback. If
the policy includes legal advice We may have to send the
personal information outside of the European Economic
Area (EEA) in order to give legal advice on non-European
Union law. Dependent on the type of cover in place, the
personal information may also be sent outside the EEA so
the service provider can administer the claim.

Any requests, questions or objections should be made in
writing to the Data Protection Officer:
Data Protection Officer
DAS Legal Expenses Insurance Company Limited
DAS House
Quay Side
Temple Back
Bristol BS1 6NH
Or via email: dataprotection@das.co.uk
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How to make a complaint
If there is any dissatisfaction with the way in which personal
data has been processed, the Data Protection Officer can be
contacted in the first instance using the details above.
If you remain dissatisfied, the Information Commissioner’s
Office can be approached directly for a decision.
The Information Commissioner can be contacted at:
Information Commissioner’s Office
Wycliffe House
Water Lane
Wilmslow
Cheshire
SK9 5AF
www.ico.org.uk

Identity of Insurer
Please refer to Identity of Insurers in Your Policy Schedule

How to make a claim
At Pen Underwriting (Delegated) We understand that claims
form a critical component of Our offering the moment the
Policy becomes tangible and We are relied upon to deliver
upon Our commitment to You.
We have assembled an experienced team who embody Our
three key principles of:
Partnership – Working together to achieve the optimum
outcome to the claim
Expertise – We employ staff and engage service providers
who are experts in their field
No-nonsense – We apply a flexible and proactive approach
to the claims process
To report a claim under any Section other than Commercial
Legal Expenses, please contact:
Claims Telephone Number – 03330 107 190
Claims Email Address – uk.newclaims@penunderwriting.com
To report a claim under Commercial Legal Expenses Section:
If you issue cannot be dealt with through legal advise and
needs to be dealt with as a potential claim under this policy,
please contact:
Claims Telephone Number – 0344 893 0859 where you will
be given a reference number
At this point we will not be able to tell You whether the
claim is covered but We will pass the information that You
have given us to Our claims handling team and explain what
to do next.
Please do not ask for help from a lawyer, accountant or
anyone else, before We have agreed that You should do
so. If You do, we will not pay the costs involved even if We
accept the claim.
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Policy Definitions
These Definitions apply to Your entire Policy wherever these
words or phrases appear starting with an upper case letter
except where otherwise stated

Endorsement(s)
means the document(s) detailing modifications made to the
insurance provided under the Policy or Section

Business
Event
means Your business as stated in the Schedule
Contractual Liability

means any one occurrence or series of occurrences directly
or indirectly attributable to single source or the same
original repeated or continuing cause

means liability attaching to You by virtue of a contract but
which would not have attached in the absence of such
contract

Excess

Conveyance
means any water and or air and or road and or rail
conveyances of every description
Damage

means the amount You or any party entitled to indemnity
will contribute in relation to every Event insured each and
every loss before We assume any responsibility to make a
payment and applies after the application of all other terms
and Conditions
The Excess does not form part of the Limit of Liability and is
payable by You before the application of the Limit of Liability

means physical loss or destruction of or damage to Property
All claims or series of claims arising out of any one Event,
will be treated as one claim.

Data
means information represented or stored electronically
including but not limited to code or series of instructions
operating systems software programs and firmware

Incident
means an Event of Damage to insured Property used by
Your Business carried on at the Premises

Electronic Data
Insured/You/Your
means facts concepts and information converted to a form
useable for communications interpretation or processing
by electronic and electromechanical data processing or
electronically controlled equipment and includes programs
software and other coded instructions for the processing
and manipulation of data or the direction and manipulation
of such equipment

means the person or corporate body or organisation
detailed in the Schedule
Insurer/Our/Us/We
means insurers whose identity is stated in the Identity of
Insurers in the Schedule

Employee(s)
Microchip
means
1)

anyone under a contract of service or apprenticeship
with You

2)

any

means a unit of packaged computer circuitry manufactured
in small scale and made for program logic including
computer memory purposes and expressly including
integrated circuits and microcontrollers
Minimum and Deposit

a)

labour master or labour only subcontractor or
person supplied or employed by them

b)

self-employed person

c)

person hired to or borrowed by You

d)

person engaged under a work experience youth
training or similar scheme

means that no premium refund will be given upon cancellation
of the policy. If a premium adjustment is due at the end of the
Period of Insurance no return premium will be given, although
additional premiums can still be collected by Us
Period of Insurance

e)

voluntary helper

f)

outworker or homeworker

means the period stated in the Schedule or any subsequent
period for which We agree to accept payment of premium
Pollution or Contamination
means

under Your control and supervision while working for You in
connection with Your Business

1)

pollution or contamination of Buildings or structures
or of water or land or the atmosphere
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and
2)

all loss Damage or Bodily Injury directly or indirectly
caused by or arising from such pollution or
contamination

Property
means material property
Proposal
means any completed proposal form and or information
provided by You or on Your behalf in connection with this
insurance Policy including all declarations and or statement
of fact and or instructions
Schedule
means the document stating the operative Section(s)
You have chosen the Period of Insurance and details Your
Business the Limit of Liability or Sum Insured and or
Total Sum Insured and or Insurance Provided under the
Sections(s)
Section(s)
means the parts of this Policy that detail the insurance cover
provided for each individual Section of this Policy
System
means computers other computing and electronic
equipment linked to a computer hardware software
programs data mocrota processing equipment Microchip
and anything which relies on a Microchip for any part of
its operation and includes for the avoidance of doubt any
computer installation
Territorial Limits
means Great Britain Northern Ireland the Isle of Man or the
Channel Islands but not Offshore Activity
Virus
means a set of corrupting, harmful or otherwise
unauthorised instructions or code including a set of
maliciously introduced unauthorised instructions or code,
programmatic or otherwise, that propagate themselves
through a computer system or network of whatsoever
nature. Virus includes but is not limited to ‘Trojan Horses’,
‘worms’ and ‘time or logic bombs’.
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Policy Conditions
Alteration of Risk

Where:

The insurance under this Policy will cease if after the
commencement of this insurance

(i)

1)

there has been a failure to comply with a term
(express or implied) of this Policy, other than a term
which defines the risk as a whole;

Your interest ceases except by death
and

2)

3)

Your Business be wound up or carried on by a
liquidator or administrator or receiver or permanently
discontinued

(ii)

the risk of Damage accident or Bodily Injury is
materially increased unless We state otherwise in
writing

Misrepresentation Misdescription or
Non- disclosure
You must make a fair presentation of the risk in a manner
which would be reasonably clear and accessible before
entering into this Policy including
If You knew You did not provide a fair presentation of
the risk or if You did not care whether You made a fair
presentation of the risk We may avoid this Policy and retain
all premiums and You shall reimburse Us in respect of all
payments already made by Us
In all other cases if You did not provide a fair presentation of
the risk Our rights are set out below
1)

if We would not have entered into this Policy if You
had made a fair presentation of the risk We may
avoid this Policy and return all premiums to You and
You shall reimburse us in respect of all payments
already made by Us

2)

if We would have entered into this Policy but on
different terms other than as to premium this Policy
will be treated as if it had been entered into on those
different terms

3)

in addition if We would have entered into this Policy
but would have charged a higher premium We may
reduce proportionately the amount to be paid on
any claim by reference to the calculation below in
which “X” represents the percentage of the full value
of the claim that We shall be required to pay
X = premium charged divided by the premium
that would have been charged if You made a fair
presentation of the risk all multiplied by 100

4)

if We would have charged a higher premium and
would have entered into the Policy on different terms
both paragraphs 2 and 3 above shall apply

Conditions Precedent and Warranties
It is a condition precedent to Our liability that You comply
with all terms, conditions and exclusions of this Policy,
insofar as they relate to anything to be done or complied
with by You.

compliance with such term would tend to reduce
the risk of loss of a particular kind and/or loss at a
particular location and/or loss at a particular time,
the Insurer cannot rely on the breach of such term to
exclude, limit or discharge its liability if the Insured
shows that the failure to comply with such term
could not have increased the risk of the loss which
actually occurred in the circumstances in which it
occurred.

If You breach any warranty in this Policy, Our liability under
the Policy shall be suspended from the time of the breach
until the time when the breach is remedied (if it is capable of
being remedied). We will have no liability to the Insured for
any loss which occurs, or which is attributable to something
happening, during the period when the Insurer’s liability is
suspended.
Fraud
If any claim under this Policy is in any respect fraudulent or
if any fraudulent means be used by You or anyone acting
on Your behalf to obtain any benefit under this Policy or if
any Damage be occasioned by the wilful act or with Your
connivance We may terminate this Policy with effect from
date of the fraudulent or wilful act and We shall not be liable
to provide an indemnity in respect of the claim and will be
entitled to recover any amounts already paid in respect of
the claim and We shall not be liable to provide an indemnity
in respect of any act event claim or incident after such date
and We shall be entitled to retain all premiums paid in
respect of the Policy
Cancellation
1)

Your rights
1.1) You may cancel this Policy in the first year of
insurance within a period which begins 14 days
from the commencement of cover or receipt
of Policy documentation whichever is the later
(this is known as the ‘cooling off’ period).
You may exercise this right by writing to Your
insurance adviser or Us instructing cancellation
and returning all documentation to Your
insurance advisor. We will refund the full
amount of any premium paid by You.
If a claim has been made or an incident notified
to Us that could give rise to a claim during the
‘cooling off’ period that Policy will be treated as
in force and no such refund will be made.
This right does not apply at the first or any
subsequent renewal of this Policy
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1.2) You may cancel this Policy after the ‘cooling off’
period by sending written notice of cancellation
by registered post to Your insurance advisor.
Such cancellation will be effective no more
than sixty days after the date of posting. At
Our discretion, in the event of non-payment of
premium the cancellation shall be effective ten
days after the date of posting. Sending notice
by registered post shall be sufficient notice
and the effective date and hour of cancellation
stated in the notice shall become the end of the
Period of Insurance.
If You cancel this policy then You may be
entitled to a proportionate refund premium
based on the number of days remaining in
the Period of Insurance, unless a claim has
been made or an incident notified to Us which
could give rise to a claim, during the Period of
Insurance whereby should the estimated or paid
claim cost exceed the premium for the spend
period, the cost of the claim will be deducted
from the return premium payable. The total
amount refunded to You will be calculated
by Us in accordance with the process set out
above. The calculation made by Us will be final
and binding.
2)

Our rights
We may cancel this Policy at any time by providing
You with 14 days’ notice of cancellation by recorded
delivery letter to Your last known Business address.
If We cancel the Policy then You will be entitled to a
proportionate refund of the premium based on the
number of days remaining in the Period of Insurance,
unless a claim has been made or an incident notified
to Us which could give rise to a claim during the
Period of Insurance when no refund of premium will
be made.
If You have made no payment in consideration of this
Policy and then You fail to put this right when We
ask You We may cancel this Policy by sending You
14 days written notice to Your last known address
and then the policy will be not taken up and will be
treated as if it had never existed

3)

3)

forward unanswered to Us immediately they are
received every claim form summons or other
originating process or any letter of claim or other
written notification of claim and all documents
relating thereto

4)

give immediate notice in writing to Us of any
impending prosecution inquest or fatal accident
inquiry

5)

at all times and in addition to the obligations set out
above forward such information to and cooperate
with Us or Our appointed agents to allow Us to be
able to comply with such relevant practice directions
and pre- action protocols as may be in force

6)

carry out and permit to be taken any action which
may be reasonably practicable to prevent further
Damage

Claims (Conduct and Control)
It is a condition precedent to any liability of Ours to make
any payment under this Policy that no admission offer
promise payment or indemnity shall be made or given by or
on behalf of You without Our written consent
We shall be entitled if We so desire to take over and
conduct in Your name the defence or settlement of any
claim or to prosecute in Your name for Our benefit any claim
for indemnity or damages or otherwise
We shall have full discretion in the conduct of any
proceedings and in the settlement of any such claim against
You and You shall give all such information and assistance as
We may require
Claims (Subrogation)
Any claimant under this Policy shall at the request and
expense of Us take and permit to be taken all necessary
steps for enforcing rights against any other party in Your
name before or after any payment is made by Us
Premium Adjustment
If the premium for any Section or any part thereof is based
on estimates an accurate record containing all particulars
relative thereto shall be kept by You

Certificate of Insurance
If this Policy is cancelled You must return to Us any
current certificate of insurance that has been issued
as a statutory requirement to provide evidence of
cover.

At all times You will allow Us to inspect such record and
shall supply such particulars as We may require within one
month from the expiry of each Period of Insurance and the
premium shall thereupon be adjusted by Us subject to the
Minimum Premium chargeable for the Section as stated in
the Schedule being retained by Us

Claims (Action to be taken by You)
It is a condition precedent to any liability of Ours to make
any payment under this Policy that You will
1)

give written notice to Us as soon as reasonably
practicable of any circumstance which may give rise
to a claim under this Policy with full particulars of
such Event

2)

provide all additional information We may require
within the time stipulated by Us

At Our request You shall supply an auditors certificate in
support of such particulars
If You fail to supply such particulars within the period stated
by Us We shall be entitled to make a reasonable estimate of
such particulars and adjust the premium accordingly
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Reasonable Precautions

2.5) leave the Policy or Section terms Conditions
and Exclusions and the premium unaltered

You shall take all reasonable precautions
1)

to prevent any Event which may give rise to a claim
under this Policy

2)

to maintain Your premises and machinery and
everything used in Your Business in proper repair

3)

in the selection and supervision of Employees

4)

to comply with all statutory and other obligations
and regulations imposed by any authority

5)

to make good or remedy any defect or danger
which becomes apparent and take such additional
precautions as the circumstances may require

Where the obligations above reduce the risk of a loss of a
particular kind, at a particular location and or at a particular
time do not define the risk as a whole, we shall not rely
on any non-compliance to prevent out liability under the
terms of this Policy if the non-compliance could not have
increased the risk of the loss which actually occurred whilst
You are not in compliance with the obligations above.
We shall not be liable to provide an indemnity in respect of
any act event claim or incident occurring whilst You are not
in full compliance with the obligations above
Subjectivity
1)

We will clearly state in a Subjectivity Endorsement
attaching to the Schedule if the indemnity provided
by this Policy is subject to You
1.1) providing Us with any additional information
requested by the required date(s)
1.2) completing any actions agreed between You
and Us by the required date(s)
1.3) allowing Us to complete any actions agreed

2)

We will contact You or Your insurance adviser with
Our decision and where applicable specify the date(s)
by which any risk requirements or action(s) agreed
need to be completed by You and or any decision by
Us will take effect
Our requirements and decisions will take effect from the
date(s) specified unless and until they agree otherwise
in writing. If You disagree with Our requirements and or
decisions We will consider Your comments and where We
consider appropriate We will continue to negotiate with You
or Your insurance adviser and or representatives to resolve
the matter to Your and Our satisfaction
In the event that the matter cannot be resolved
1)

You have the right to cancel this Policy from a date
agreed by You and Us and the Policy Condition
Cancellation 3) Return of premium applies

2)

We may at Our option exercise Our right under 2)
Our rights of the Policy Condition Cancellation

Except where stated all other Policy and Section terms
Conditions and Exclusions will continue to apply
If We exercise either option a) or b) or c) above You have the
right to cancel this Policy from a date agreed by You and Us
and the Policy Condition Cancellation 3) Return of premium
applies
The above Condition does not affect Our rights at Common
Law
Rights of Third Parties
A person or company who was not a party to this Policy has
no right under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act
1999 to enforce any term of this Policy but this does not
affect any right or remedy of a third party which exists or is
available apart from that Act

If We require You must allow Us access to Your
premises or contract sites or Business to carry out
survey(s) and state any risk requirements or actions
which require Your compliance by the required
date(s)

Assignment

Upon completion of risk requirements or actions or
where they are not completed by the required dates
We may at Our option

We will not be bound to accept or be affected by any
notice of trust charge lien or purported assignment or other
dealing with or relating to this Policy and or any Section of
this Policy

You shall not assign any of the rights or benefits under this
Policy and or any Section of this Policy without Our prior
written consent

2.1) modify the premium
Several Liability
2.2) issue a mid-term Endorsement to the Policy or
Section terms Conditions and Exclusions
2.3) require You to make alterations to the Premises
or contract sites or Business insured by the
required date(s)

Our liability is several and not joint and is limited solely to
the extent of our individual proportions as shown in Identity
of Insurers. We are not responsible for the subscription
of any co-subscribing Insurers or any other Insurer or coInsurer who for any reason does not satisfy all or part of its
obligations.

2.4) exercise Our right to cancel the Policy
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Policy Exclusions
War and similar risks

2)

Not applicable to Employers’ Liability Subsection of the
Liability Section

2.1) computer data processing equipment or media
Microchip integrated circuit or similar device or

We shall not provide indemnity under this Policy in respect
of any
1)

2)

legal liability of whatsoever nature directly or
indirectly caused by or contributed to by or
consisting of or arising from the failure of any

2.2) other equipment or System for processing
storing or retrieving data or

Damage to any Property whatsoever or any loss cost
or expense whatsoever resulting or arising therefrom
or any consequential or inevitable loss

2.3) computer software whether Your Property or
not to

legal liability of whatsoever nature directly or
indirectly caused by or contributed to by or arising
from any of the following regardless of any other
cause or Event contributing concurrently or in any
sequence to the Damage cost expense or liability
2.1) war invasion act(s) of foreign enemies hostilities
or warlike operations (whether war be declared
or not) civil war rebellion revolution insurrection
civil commotion assuming the proportions of or
amounting to an uprising military or usurped
power or confiscation or nationalisation
or requisition by or under the order of any
government or public or local authority

a)

recognise correctly any date as its true
calendar date

b)

capture save retain or correctly manipulate
interpret or process any data information
command or instruction as a result of
treating any date otherwise than as its
true calendar date

c)

capture save retain or correctly process
any data as a result of the operation of
any programmed command which causes
the loss of data or the inability to capture
save retain or correctly process such data
on or after any date

2.2) any action taken in controlling preventing
suppressing or in any way relating to 2.1) above
Radioactive and Other Contamination
We shall not provide indemnity under this Policy in respect
of any

but indemnity shall apply under all Sections except the
Employers’ Liability Subsection of the Liability Section
Electronic Risk
1)

1)

Damage to any Property whatsoever or any loss cost
or expense whatsoever resulting or arising therefrom
or any consequential or inevitable loss

2)

legal liability of whatsoever nature directly or
indirectly caused by or contributed to by or arising
from
2.1) ionising radiations or contamination by
radioactivity from any nuclear fuel or from any
nuclear waste from the combustion of nuclear
fuel
2.2) the radioactive toxic explosive or other
hazardous or contaminating properties of any
nuclear installation reactor or other nuclear
assembly or nuclear component thereof

loss of, alteration of, or Damage to or a
reduction in the functionality, availability or
operation of a Computer System, unless subject
to the provisions of paragraph 2)

b)

loss of use, reduction in functionality, repair,
replacement, restoration or reproduction of
any Data, including any amount pertaining to
the value of such Data unless subject to the
provisions of paragraph 3).

Notwithstanding paragraph 1) above, and subject to
all terms, Conditions and Exclusions of this policy or
any Endorsement thereto, this policy covers Damage
to Property insured under this policy and any
consequential loss directly resulting therefrom where
such Damage is directly occasioned by any of the
Listed Perils as described below.

3)

Notwithstanding sub paragraph 1) b) above, in the
event that hardware or the Data storage device of a
Computer System insured under this policy sustains
Damage caused by a Listed Peril , which results in

Not applicable to Employers’ Liability Subsection of the
Liability Section
We shall not provide indemnity under this Policy in respect
of any
Damage to any Property whatsoever or any loss cost
or expense whatsoever resulting or arising therefrom
or any consequential or inevitable loss

a)

2)
Date Recognition

1)

Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary within
this policy or any Endorsement thereto, this policy
excludes all loss, Damage, liability, claim, cost or
expense of whatsoever nature directly or indirectly
caused by, contributed to by, resulting from, arising
out of or in connection with any:
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Damage to or loss of Data stored on that hardware
or the Data storage device, then the Damage to or
loss of such Data shall be recoverable hereunder
and the basis of valuation for the recovery of the
damaged or lost Data shall only be the costs of
reproducing Data if such costs are indemnified
under this policy . Such costs shall include all
reasonable and necessary expenses incurred in
recreating, gathering or assembling such Data, but
does not include the value of the Data to You or any
other party even if such Data cannot be recreated,
gathered or assembled.

Sanctions and making licence applications or notifications to
relevant regulators. Other third parties Pen deals with, such
as financial institutions, may also apply their own policies
or restrictions to comply with Sanctions and Pen will not be
liable for this or for similar steps taken by third parties.
Communicable Disease Exclusion
Not applicable to Employers Liability Section, Public Liability
Section and Products Liability Section if insured by this
policy
1)

For the purposes of this Exclusion the following Definitions
apply:
Computer System means any computer, hardware, software,
communications system, electronic device (including, but
not limited to, smart phone, laptop, tablet, wearable device),
server, cloud or microcontroller including any similar system
or any configuration of the aforementioned and including
any associated input, output, data storage device, networking
equipment or back up facility.
Data means information, facts, concepts, code or any other
information of any kind that is recorded or transmitted in a
form to be used, accessed, processed, transmitted or stored
by a Computer System.

Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in
this insurance, this insurance excludes coverage for
any loss, Damage, liability, claim, cost or expense of
whatsoever nature, directly or indirectly caused by,
contributed to by, resulting from, arising out of, or in
connection with:
a)

a Communicable Disease; or

b)

the fear or threat (whether actual or perceived)
of a Communicable Disease

regardless of any other cause or event contributing
concurrently or in any other sequence thereto.
The above exclusion includes, without limitation to
the scope of the foregoing:

Listed Peril means fire, lightning, explosion, aircraft or
vehicle impact, falling objects, windstorm, hail, tornado,
cyclone, hurricane, earthquake, volcano, tsunami, flood,
freeze or weight of snow.

1.

any cost to clean up, detoxify, remove, monitor
or test:
a)

for a Communicable Disease; or

b)

any Property insured hereunder that is
affected by such Communicable Disease,

Sanction Limitation and Exclusion
Pen Underwriting Limited (Pen) is committed to complying
with financial and trade sanctions legislation and export
controls, anti-money laundering and anti-boycott laws
applicable to our business (collectively, Sanctions).

and
2.

Pen is unable to provide underwriting, claims handling, risk
consulting or other services or provide any benefit to the
extent that the provision of such services or benefit would
violate applicable law or expose Pen or its affiliates to any
sanction, prohibition or restriction under sanctions laws or
regulations. In addition, we are generally restricted from
providing broking, claims handling or other services that
relate to Cuba and Iran - including because of significant
difficulties in processing payments and other commercial
and reputational considerations.
No insurers shall be deemed to provide cover and no insurer
shall be liable to pay any claim or provide any benefit
hereunder to the extent that the provision of such cover,
payment of such claim or provision of such benefit would
expose that insurer to any sanction, prohibition or restriction
under United Nations resolutions or the trade or economic
sanctions, law, or regulations of the European Union, United
Kingdom or the United States of America.
Any Insurance Intermediary or broker who undertakes any
insurance intermediation activity in relation to this policy
are required to similarly comply with laws applicable to us in
respect of any services provided to PEN or on PEN’s behalf.
To comply with Sanctions, Pen may be required to take
actions such as freezing the funds of parties subject to

2)

any measures taken by any governmental,
public or other authority or any other person
for the prevention, suppression, mitigation,
cleaning or removal of any Communicable
Disease.

However, paragraph 1) shall not apply to physical
loss or destruction of, or Damage to, Property and
any resulting consequential loss, to the extent that
You establish that such physical loss, destruction or
Damage was directly caused by:
a)

Terrorism (as defined in this policy), or

b)

a Listed Peril as described below

where specifically insured by this insurance.
All other terms, Conditions and Exclusions of the insurance
remain the same.
For the purposes of this Exclusion the following Definitions
apply:
Communicable Disease means any type of disease or
illness which can be transmitted by means of any substance
or agent from any organism to another organism where:
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1)

the substance or agent includes, but is not limited
to, any pathogen, virus, bacterium, parasite or other
organism or any variation thereof, whether deemed
living or not, and

2)

the method of transmission, whether direct or
indirect, includes but is not limited to, airborne
transmission, bodily fluid transmission, transmission
from or to any surface or object, solid, liquid or gas,
or between organisms, and

3)

the disease, illness, substance or agent can cause or
threaten damage to human health or human welfare
or can cause or threaten damage to, deterioration
of, loss of value of, marketability of or loss of use of
property of any type.

Listed Peril means one of the following perils if specifically
insured by this insurance:
Fire (howsoever caused); lightning; explosion; aircraft and
aerial devices dropped from them; riot; civil commotion;
strikers; damage caused by malicious persons; windstorm;
rainstorm; hail; tornado; cyclone; typhoon; hurricane;
earthquake; subterranean Fire, flood (howsoever caused);
freeze; ice storm; weight of snow or ice; avalanche; meteorite
or asteroid impact; landslip; landslide; mudslide; escape
of water, oil or hydraulic fluid from any tank, apparatus
or pipe; sprinkler leakage; impact by any road vehicle or
animal; theft or attempted theft; mechanical or electrical
breakdown; subsidence; heave; implosion; or collapse.
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Liability Section
Section Definitions
These definitions apply to this Section wherever these words
or phrases appear with an upper case letter except where
otherwise stated
Asbestos
means asbestos fibres or particles or any derivatives of
asbestos including any product or material containing
asbestos asbestos fibres or particles or any derivatives of
asbestos
Bodily Injury
means physical or mental injury including death illness
disease mental anguish or shock but not defamation
Communicable Disease
1)
Coronavirus being:

stored transported or delivered by You in the course of Your
Business in or from the Territorial Limits
Offshore Production
means the processes of prospecting for or extraction
separation storage treatment or distribution of oil or gas
Terrorism
means any act including but not limited to the use of
force or violence and or the threat thereof of any person
or persons whether acting alone or on behalf of or in
connection with any organisations or governments
committed for political religious ideological or similar
purposes and or to put the public or any section of the
public in fear

Employers’ Liability Subsection
Subsection Cover

2)

a)

any coronavirus; or

b)

any disease caused by any coronavirus; or

c)

any mutation or variation of any coronavirus or
of any disease caused by any coronavirus.

Any other infectious disease in humans which has
been determined or declared to:
a)

constitute a Public Health Emergency of
International Concern under the International
Health Regulations (2005) (as amended or
replaced from time to time); and/or

b)

an outbreak identified as a major health
incident in the United Kingdom, for which a
Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies has
been activated by the Cabinet Office Briefing
Room.

Offshore Activity
means any work on or visit to an Offshore Installation from
the time of embarkation onto a conveyance at the point of
final departure to such Offshore Installation until the time of
disembarkation from a conveyance onto land on return from
such Offshore Installation
Offshore Installation
means any offshore installation rig or platform whether
fixed or mobile or any vessel or semi-submersible including
any catwalk landing ramp bridge walkway accommodation
or other connected structure which has been is or will be
engaged in Production
Principal
means any person employer firm company ministry
or authority for whom You carry out a contract for the
performance of work

We will indemnify You against legal liability for damages in
respect of Bodily Injury caused to an Employee during the
Period of Insurance within the Territorial Limits arising out
of and in the course of employment with You in connection
with Your Business
Limit of Liability
Our Limit of Liability for damages costs and expenses
payable in respect of any Event shall not exceed the amount
stated as the Limit of Indemnity for this Subsection in the
Schedule
Provided that the amount of the above stated Limit of
Liability shall not exceed £5,000,000 for Bodily Injury caused
by Asbestos or Terrorism
Subsection Extensions
The terms Conditions and Exclusions of this Policy apply to
these Subsection Extensions and where no limit or maximum
liability is stated in the Extensions the Subsection Limit of
Liability applies
Unsatisfied Court Judgments
Where a judgment for damages has been obtained by any
Employee or the legal personal representatives of any
Employee in respect of Bodily Injury caused to the Employee
arising out of and in the course of employment with You in
connection with Your Business and such judgment remains
unsatisfied in whole or in part 6 months after the date of
judgment then at Your request We will pay to the Employee
or their legal personal representatives the amount of any
such damages and any awarded costs to the extent that
they remain unsatisfied provided that
1)

Product Supplied
means any product or thing (including containers packaging
or labelling) sold supplied erected repaired altered treated
installed processed manufactured tested serviced hired out

the judgment for damages has been obtained
against any company or individual operating from
or resident in Premises within the Territorial Limits in
any court situated in the Territorial Limits
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2)

there is no appeal outstanding

3)

if any payment is made by Us the Employee or
their legal personal representatives shall assign the
judgment to Us

4)

5)

of any Event shall not exceed the amount stated
as the Limit of Indemnity for this Subsection in the
Schedule provided that
1.1) the Limit of Liability shall not exceed £2,000,000
or the amount stated as the Limit of Indemnity
for this Subsection in the Schedule whichever is
the lower for liability in respect of Terrorism

this Subsection is operative at the time that such
Bodily Injury is caused and indemnity will only apply
in respect of those damages that relate to Bodily
Injury caused during the Period of Insurance

1.2) the Limit of Liability under this Section for all
damages payable in respect of all occurrences
arising directly or indirectly from Communicable
Disease during any one Period of Insurance and
in the aggregate shall not exceed £1,000,000
inclusive of all costs and expenses. This limit
will form part of and not be in addition to the
Limit of Indemnity stated in the Schedule

Our liability for damages costs and expenses shall
not exceed the amount stated as the Limit of Liability
in the Schedule

Work Overseas
The indemnity provided shall extend to apply in respect of
liability for Bodily Injury caused to any Employee whilst

2)

undertaking work on a temporary basis within any country
outside of the Territorial Limits which is a member of the
European Union provided that

unless otherwise stated herein or endorsed hereon
any costs and expenses for which an indemnity is
provided under this Subsection will be payable in
addition to the Limit of Liability applicable

Subsection Extensions
1)

2)

any such Employee is ordinarily resident within the
Territorial Limits
We shall not provide indemnity in respect of any
amount payable under Workers’ Compensation
Social Security or Health Insurance legislation

The terms Conditions and Exclusions of this Policy apply to
these Subsection Extensions and where no limit or maximum
liability is stated in the Extensions the Subsection Limit of
Liability applies
Buildings Temporarily Occupied

Subsection Exclusions
We shall not provide indemnity against liability
1)

2)

in respect of which compulsory insurance or security
is required to be arranged by You under the Road
Traffic Act 1988 or the Road Traffic (Northern Ireland)
Order 1981 or any subsequent legislation amending
or replacing such Act or Order
caused by or arising from any Offshore Activity

Public Liability Subsection
Subsection Cover
We will indemnify You against legal liability for damages in
respect of accidental
1)

Bodily Injury to any person

2)

Damage to Property

3)

obstruction trespass nuisance or interference with
any right of way air light or water or other easement

4)

wrongful arrest wrongful detention false
imprisonment or malicious prosecution

Occurring during the Period of Insurance within the
Territorial Limits in connection with Your Business

Subsection Exclusion 5.2) shall not apply to liability for
Damage to buildings including contents therein which are
not owned leased or rented by You but are temporarily
occupied by You for the purpose of maintenance alteration
extension installation or repair
Data Protection Act
We will within the terms of this Subsection indemnify
You against liability for damages in respect of Damage
arising out of any claim under Article 82 of Regulation (EU)
2016/679 (the “General Data Protection Regulation” or the
“GDPR”) and equivalent provision under the Data Protection
Act 2018 (all as amended, updated or re-enacted from time
to time) not otherwise insured hereunder and first made
against You during the Period of Insurance provided that
1)

Our liability under this Extension for damages
costs and expenses arising out of all claims made
during any one Period of Insurance shall not exceed
£1,000,000 or the amount stated as Limit of Liability
in the Schedule to this Subsection, whichever is lower

2)

You have registered in accordance with the terms
of the said Act or have applied for such registration
which has not been refused or withdrawn

3)

We shall not provide indemnity
3.1) for 10 per cent of each claim subject to a
minimum of £500 and a maximum of £5,000

Limit of Liability
1)

Our Limit of Liability for damages payable in respect

3.2) against liability caused by or arising from a
deliberate act by or omission of any person
entitled to indemnity under this Extension if
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the result thereof could reasonably have been
expected having regard to the nature and
circumstances of such act or omission

3)

caused or arising whilst such vehicle or trailer is
3.1) engaged in racing pace-making reliability trials
or speed testing

3.3) for the costs of replacing reinstating rectifying
or erasing any personal Data

3.2) being driven by You

3.4) against liability caused by or arising from any
incident or circumstances known to You at
inception of this Extension which may give rise
to a claim

3.3) being driven with Your general consent or
Your representative by any person who to Your
knowledge or other such representative does
not hold a licence to drive such vehicle unless
such person has held and is not disqualified
from holding or obtaining such a licence

3.5) against liability caused by or arising from the
recording processing or provision of Data for
reward or the determining of the financial
status of a person

3.4) used elsewhere other than within the Territorial
Limits

3.6) against Contractual Liability

Motor Vehicles

3.7) against liability in respect of Bodily Injury to any
person or Damage to Property

Subsection Exclusions 2.3) shall not apply to liability caused
by or arising from

Defective Premises Act
The indemnity provided by this Subsection shall extend to
apply in respect of liability arising under Section 3 of the
Defective Premises Act 1972 or Section 5 of the Defective
Premises (Northern Ireland) Order 1975 in connection with
any Premises previously owned or occupied by You for
purposes pertaining to Your Business and which have since
been disposed of by You provided that We shall not provide
indemnity against liability
1)

for which indemnity is provided by any other
insurance

2)

for the costs of remedying any defect or alleged
defect in such Premises

1)

the use of plant as a tool of trade at Your Premises or
on any site at which You are working

2)

the loading or unloading of any vehicle or the
bringing to or taking away of a load from any vehicle

3)

Damage to any building bridge weighbridge road or
to anything beneath caused by vibration or by the
weight of any vehicle or its load provided that We
shall not provide indemnity against liability
a)

in respect of which compulsory insurance
or security is required under any legislation
governing the use of the vehicle

b)

for which indemnity is provided by any other
insurance

Leased or Rented Premises
Overseas Personal Liability
Subsection Exclusion 5.2) shall not apply to liability for
Damage to Premises including their fixtures and fittings
leased or rented to You provided that We shall not provide
indemnity against

1)

any director partner or Employee of Your Business

1)

Contractual Liability

2)

any spouse or child of Yours or any persons stated
who are accompanying such persons

2)

the first £500 of each and every Event of Damage to
Premises caused other than by fire or explosion

Motor Contingent Liability
Notwithstanding Subsection Exclusions 2.3) We will
indemnify You and no other person for the purpose of this
Extension against legal liability for damages in respect of
Bodily Injury or Damage to Property caused by or arising
from any motor vehicle or trailer attached thereto which
do not belong to or are provided by You being used in the
course of Your Business provided that We shall not provide
indemnity against liability
1)

in respect of Damage to any such vehicle or trailer or
Property conveyed therein or thereon

2)

for which indemnity is provided by any other
insurance

We will indemnify You or at Your request

against liability incurred by such persons in a personal
capacity in a country outside of the Territorial Limits whilst
on a temporary visit to such country in connection with Your
Business provided that
1)

any person entitled to indemnity under this Extension
shall as though they were You be subject to the
terms Conditions and Exclusions of this Policy insofar
as they can apply

2)

nothing in this Extension shall increase Our liability
to pay any amount exceeding the Limit of Liability
stated in the Schedule regardless of the number of
persons claiming to be indemnified

3)

We shall not provide indemnity against
3.1) Contractual Liability
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3.2) liability for which indemnity is provided by any
other insurance
3.3) liability in respect of Damage to Property
belonging to or in the custody of or under the
control of any person entitled to indemnity
under this Extension
3.4) liability in respect of Bodily Injury to any person
entitled to indemnity under this Extension
4)

liability caused by or arising from
4.1) the ownership or occupation of land or
buildings

at the time such Event takes place
2.2) under this Extension We shall indemnify
You only to the extent that the Remediation
to which the indemnified costs relate is the
minimum necessarily conducted under the
provisions of Environmental Legislation
2.3) We shall not provide indemnity under this
Extension against any costs or any liability for
costs of Remediation arising out of Pollution or
Contamination
a)

occurring outside the Territorial Limits

b)

consisting of any radioactive substances or
Asbestos

c)

caused by any Product Supplied

d)

caused by or arising out of the ownership
operation or use of any motor vehicle
(whilst on any road) marine vessel or
aircraft

e)

arising out of genetically modified
organisms

4.2) the carrying on of any business profession trade
or employment
4.3) the ownership possession or use of animals
other than horses or domestic dogs or cats
Pollution or Contamination Clean Up Costs
These definitions apply to this Extension wherever these
words or phrases appear with an upper case letter
Environmental Legislation
means any legislation for the protection of the environment
or control of Pollution or Contamination
Pollution or Contamination
means all pollution or contamination of water or land (but
excluding any pollution or contamination of buildings or
other structures)
Remediation
means works or operations to treat remove or dispose
of Pollution or Contamination but excludes works or
operations to
1)

reinstate reintroduce or restore flora or fauna

2)

restore natural habitats or species protected under
Environmental Legislation

We will also indemnify You in respect of Pollution or
Contamination occurring within the Territorial Limits caused
by a sudden identifiable unintended and unexpected Event
which takes place in its entirety at a specific time and place
during the Period of Insurance and We will also indemnify
You against
1)

the costs of any Remediation legally required or
ordered by any statutory authority or regulator
acting in accordance with the terms of any
Environmental Legislation to be conducted by You
and

2)

liability for the costs of any Remediation conducted
by any statutory authority or regulator and legally
sought from You by that statutory authority or
regulator in accordance with the terms of any
Environmental Legislation provided that
2.1) all Pollution or Contamination which arises out
of one Event shall be deemed to have occurred

2.4) We shall not provide indemnity under this
Extension against any costs or any liability for
costs of Remediation carried out on or in order
to protect any Property belonging to or in
Your custody or under the control other than
premises leased rented hired and not belonging
to You but temporarily occupied by You for the
purpose of maintenance alteration extension
installation or repair
2.5) Our liability under this Extension for
costs payable in respect of all Pollution or
Contamination which is deemed to have
occurred during any one Period of Insurance
shall not in the aggregate exceed £100,000 and
the total amount payable
a)

under this Extension and

b)

otherwise under this Subsection for
all damages in respect of Pollution or
Contamination as defined in Policy
Definitions which is deemed to have
occurred during any one Period of
Insurance shall not exceed in the
aggregate during any one Period of
Insurance the amount stated as the Limit
of Indemnity for this Subsection in the
Schedule

2.6) We shall not provide indemnity under this
Extension against any costs or any liability for
costs of Remediation to the extent they relate
to
a)

any measures to prevent the spread of any
Pollution or Contamination or the removal
of an immediate threat of Pollution or
Contamination
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b)

the removal or disposal of any waste
deposited by You or on Your behalf

c)

any amounts payable by way of
compensation to third parties affected by
such Pollution or Contamination

d)

any amounts payable by way of fines or
penalties

e)

any costs and expenses incurred by
You or prosecution costs and expenses
awarded against You in connection with
any criminal proceedings arising out of the
Pollution or Contamination

f)

any Employees control other than food or drink for
consumption on Your Premises
4)

Contractual Liability unless the sole conduct and control
of claims is vested in Us but We will not in any Event
provide indemnity in respect of liquidated damages
or liability under any penalty clause or Damage to
Property which comprises contract works executed

5)

in respect of Damage to Property
5.1) belonging to You
5.2) in Your or any Employees custody or under their
control other than personal effects including
vehicles and their contents of any visitor
director partner and or Employee of Yours

any works or operations that improve
the state or condition of water or land
in comparison with its state or condition
immediately prior to Event that caused the
Pollution or Contamination

Work Overseas

5.3) being that part of any Property on which You or
any Employee or agent of Yours is or has been
working where Damage arises out of such work
6)

The indemnity provided shall extend to apply in respect of
liability caused by or arising from
1)

2)

work being undertaken on a temporary basis by any
person within any country outside of the Territorial
Limits which is a member of the European Union
elsewhere in the world where any person is
temporarily engaged in non-manual work in
connection with the Business of the Insured

Provided that such Employee is ordinarily resident within the
Territorial Limits.

for the Excess amount stated in the Schedule to
this Subsection other than in respect of Damage to
Premises including their fixtures and fittings leased
rented or hired to You

Products Liability Subsection Cover
We will indemnify You against legal liability for damages in
respect of accidental
1)

Bodily Injury to any person

2)

Damage to Property

occurring during the Period of Insurance anywhere in the
world and caused by or arising from any Product Supplied

Subsection Exclusions
Limit of Liability
We shall not provide indemnity against liability
1)
1)

in respect of Bodily Injury to any Employee arising
out of and in the course of employment by You in
connection with Your Business

2)

caused by or arising from the ownership or
possession or use by You or on Your behalf of any

1.1) the Limit of Liability shall not exceed £2,000,000
or the amount stated as the Limit of Indemnity
for this Subsection in the Schedule whichever is
the lower for liability in respect of Terrorism

2.1) aircraft or aerospatial device or hovercraft
2.2) watercraft other than hand propelled watercraft
or other watercraft not exceeding 8 metres in
length

1.2) the Limit of Liability under this Section for all
damages payable in respect of all occurrences
arising directly or indirectly from Communicable
Disease during any one Period of Insurance and
in the aggregate shall not exceed £1,000,000
inclusive of all costs and expenses. This limit
will form part of and not be in addition to the
Limit of Indemnity stated in the Schedule

2.3) mechanically propelled vehicle

3)

a)

for which compulsory insurance or
security is required under any legislation
governing the use of the vehicle

b)

where indemnity is provided by any other
insurance.

caused by or arising from any Product Supplied after
it has ceased to be in Your custody or under Your or

Our Limit of Liability for damages payable in respect
of any Event and in the aggregate in respect of all
Events during any one Period of Insurance shall not
exceed the amount stated as the Limit of Indemnity
for this Subsection in the Schedule provided that

2)

unless otherwise stated herein or endorsed hereon
any costs and expenses for which an indemnity is
provided under this Subsection will be payable in
addition to the Limit of Liability applicable
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Subsection Extensions

4)

The terms Conditions and Exclusions of this Policy apply to
these Subsection Extensions and where no limit or maximum
liability is stated in the Extensions the Subsection Limit of
Liability applies

4.1) use in or on any aircraft or aerospatial device
4.2) aviation or aerospatial purposes
4.3) use in the safety or navigation of marine craft of
any sort

Consumer Protection & Food Safety Acts
We will provide indemnity to You and at Your request any
director partner or Employee in respect of legal costs and
expenses incurred with Our written consent in the defence
of any criminal proceedings brought for a breach of Part II
of the Consumer Protection Act 1987 or Part II of the Food
Safety Act 1990 or of Part II of the Food Safety (Northern
Ireland) Order 1991 including such legal costs and expenses
incurred in an appeal against conviction arising from such
proceedings and prosecution costs awarded in connection
therewith provided that
1)

2)

the proceedings relate to an offence alleged to have
been committed during the Period of Insurance and
in the course of Your Business
We shall not provide indemnity in respect of
2.1) fines or penalties of any kind
2.2) any circumstances for which indemnity is
provided by any other insurance
2.3) proceedings consequent upon a deliberate
act by or omission of any person entitled to
indemnity under this Extension if the result
thereof could reasonably have been expected
having regard to the nature and circumstances
of such act or omission

5)

caused by or arising from any Product Supplied
which to Your knowledge is for use in or supply to
the United States of America or Canada

6)

arising from a Contractual Liability other than liability
arising out of a condition or warranty of goods
implied by law

7)

for the Excess amount stated in the Schedule to this
Subsection

Section Extensions
The terms Conditions and Exclusions of this Policy apply to
these Section Extensions and where no limit or maximum
liability is stated in the Extensions the Subsection Limit of
Liability applies
Additional Activities
We will provide indemnity in respect of liability caused by or
arising from any of the activities stated below where these
are undertaken as part of and are ancillary to Your Business
1)

the provision and management of catering or social
or sports or educational or medical or dental or
welfare organisations or nursery or crèche or child
care facilities for the benefit of Your Employees and
fire or security or first aid and ambulance services

2)

the ownership repair maintenance and decoration of
Your Premises

3)

private work carried out by any Employee with Your
consent for any director partner or senior official of
Yours

4)

participation in exhibitions trade fairs conferences
and the like

5)

sponsorship of events or organisations or entities or
individuals

in respect of Damage to or the costs or expenses
of recalling repairing replacing altering removing
or making any refund in respect of any Product
Supplied caused by or arising from

6)

repair maintenance or servicing of Your own
mechanically propelled vehicles

7)

provision of gifts and promotional material

2.1) any defect in or the harmful nature of or the
unsuitability for its intended purpose of such
Product Supplied

Claimants’ Costs and Expenses

2.4) proceedings which arise out of any activity or
risk excluded from this Policy
3)

the director partner or Employee shall as though they
were the Insured be subject to the terms Conditions
and Exclusions of this Policy insofar as they can apply

Subsection Exclusions
We shall not provide indemnity against liability
1)

2)

caused by or arising from any Product Supplied
which to Your knowledge for

in respect of Bodily Injury to any Employee arising
out of and in the course of employment by You in
connection with Your Business

2.2) an error or fault in connection with the sale
supply or presentation of such Product Supplied

We will provide indemnity against legal liability for all costs
and expenses recoverable by any claimant in connection
with any claim to which the indemnity applies
Costs of Court Attendance

3)

caused by or arising from any Product Supplied
whilst in Your custody or under Your or any
Employees control

If any of the under mentioned persons attending court as a
witness at Our request in connection with a claim in respect
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of which You are entitled to indemnity under this Section We
will reimburse You at the following rates per day for each
day on which attendance is required
1)

any director or partner of the Insured £500

2)

any Employee £250

2.5) proceedings which relate to the health safety or
welfare of any Employee unless the Employers
Liability Subsection is operative at the time
when the offence was committed
2.6) proceedings which relate other than to the
health safety or welfare of any Employee and
other than to Products Supplied unless the
Public Liability Subsection is operative at the
time when the offence was committed

Cross Liabilities
If the Insured comprises of more than one party We will
under the Public Liability and Product Liability Subsections
provide indemnity to each such Insured in the same
manner and to the same extent as if a separate Policy had
been issued to each of them provided that nothing in this
Extension shall increase Our liability to pay any amount
exceeding the Limit of Liability of the Public and Products
Liability subsection stated in the Schedule regardless of the
number of persons claiming to be indemnified

2.7) proceedings which relate to Products Supplied
unless Products Liability Subsection is operative
at the time when the offence was committed
3)

the director partner or Employee shall as though they
were the Insured be subject to the terms Conditions
and Exclusions of this Policy insofar as they can apply

Indemnity to Other Persons
Defence Costs and Expenses
We will provide indemnity in respect of all

We will also provide indemnity as if a separate Policy had
been issued

1)

1)

to the legal personal representatives of Yours or any
other person entitled to indemnity under this Policy
but only in respect of liability incurred by You or such
other person

2)

to any Principal but only to the extent required by the
contract for work and not any Principal who is located
within the United States of America or Canada

3)

to any owner of plant hired to You but only to the
extent required by the conditions of the contract of
hire not any such owner who is located within the
United States of America or Canada

4)

at Your request to

costs incurred with Our written consent of legal
representation at any
1.1) coroner’s inquest or other inquiry in respect of
any death
1.2) proceedings in any court in respect of any act
or omission causing or relating to any Event

2)

other costs and expenses incurred with Our written
consent in relation to any matter

Health and Safety at Work Act
We will provide indemnity to You and at Your request any
director partner or Employee of Yours in respect of legal
costs and expenses incurred with Our written consent in the
defence of any criminal proceedings brought for a breach
of the Health & Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 or the Health
and Safety at Work (Northern Ireland) Order 1978 including
such legal costs and expenses incurred in an appeal against
conviction arising from such proceedings and prosecution
costs awarded in connection therewith provided that
1)

2)

the proceedings relate to an offence alleged to have
been committed during the Period of Insurance and
in the course of Your Business
We shall not provide indemnity in respect of
2.1) fines or penalties of any kind
2.2) any circumstances for which indemnity is
provided by any other insurance
2.3) proceedings consequent upon a deliberate
act by or omission of any person entitled to
indemnity under this Extension if the result
thereof could reasonably have been expected
having regard to the nature and circumstances
of such an act or omission
2.4) proceedings which arise out of any activity or
risk excluded from this Policy

4.1) any officer or member of Your catering or social
or sports or educational or medical or dental
or welfare organisations or nursery or crèche
or child care facilities for the benefit of Your
Employees and fire or security or first aid and
ambulance services in their respective capacity as
such but not any medical or dental practitioner
in respect of medical or dental services provided
4.2) any director or partner or Employee of Yours
while acting in connection with Your Business
in respect of liability for which You would be
entitled to indemnity under this Policy if the
claim for which indemnity is being sought had
been made against You
provided that
a)

any persons specified above shall as though
they were You be subject to the terms
Conditions and Exclusions of this Policy insofar
as they can apply

b)

nothing in this Extension shall increase Our
liability to pay any amount exceeding the Limit
of Liability stated in the Schedule regardless
of the number of persons claiming to be
indemnified
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Manslaughter and Corporate Manslaughter
Defence Costs
We will provide indemnity to You and at Your request any
director partner or Employee of Yours in respect of legal
costs and expenses incurred with Our written consent
in the defence of any criminal proceedings brought in
connection with an allegation (whether under common
law or statute) of manslaughter corporate manslaughter or
corporate homicide including such legal costs and expenses
incurred in an appeal against conviction arising from such
proceedings and prosecution costs awarded in connection
therewith provided that
1)

2)

the proceedings relate to an offence alleged to have
been committed during the Period of Insurance and
in the course of Your Business
Our liability under this Extension for all costs and
expenses shall not exceed £5,000,000 or the amount
stated as the Limit of Liability for the Public Liability
Subsection in the Schedule whichever is the lower in
the aggregate during any one Period of Insurance

3)

all amounts payable under this Extension will form
part of and are not payable in addition to the Limit of
Liability

4)

We agree details of the specific solicitor or counsel
who are to act on behalf of each party to be
defended prior to their appointment

5)

We shall not provide indemnity in respect of

6)

d)

which relate other than to Bodily Injury or
potential Bodily Injury to an Employee in
the course of Your Business

e)

which relate other than to Bodily Injury
or potential Bodily Injury to an Employee
in the course of Your Business and other
than to Products Supplied unless the
Public Liability Subsection is operative at
the time when the offence was committed

f)

which relate to Products Supplied unless
the Products Liability Subsection is
operative at the time when the offence
was committed

the director or partner or Employee shall as though
they were You be subject to the terms Conditions
and Exclusions of this Policy insofar as they can apply

Section Conditions
Avoidance of Certain Terms and Rights of Recovery
The indemnity provided under the Employers’ Liability
Subsection is deemed to be in accordance with such
provisions as any law relating to the compulsory insurance
of liability to Employees within the Territorial Limits or
Offshore Installations within the continental shelf around
those countries may require but You shall repay to Us all
sums paid by Us which We would not have been liable to
pay but for the provisions of such law
Claims (Contribution)

5.1) fines or penalties of any kind or the cost of
implementing any remedial order or publicity
order
5.2) costs and expenses in connection with an
appeal unless the solicitor or counsel advise
that there are strong prospects of succeeding in
the appeal or recovering costs awarded against
You or any other person entitled to indemnity
at all times throughout the appeal process it
being understood and agreed that any change
to such prospect of success during the appeals
process may result in indemnity being removed

If at the time of any Event to which this Section applies there
is or but for the existence of this Section there would be any
other insurance covering the same Damage or liability We
shall not be liable under this Section except in respect of any
Excess beyond the amount which would be payable under
such other insurance had this Section not been effected
Claims (Discharge of Liability)
We may at any time at Our sole discretion
1)

under Employers Liability Subsection pay to You the
Limit of Liability applicable (less any sum or sums
already paid in respect or in lieu of damages and less
other costs and expenses already paid or incurred
prior to such payment) or any lesser sum for which
the claim or claims against You can be settled and
We shall not be under any further liability in respect
of such claim or claims

2)

under Public Liability or Products Liability
Subsections pay to You the Limit of Liability
applicable (less any sum or sums already paid in
respect or in lieu of damages) or any lesser sum for
which the claim or claims against You can be settled
and We shall not be under any further liability in
respect of such claim or claims except for other costs
and expenses for which We may be responsible
incurred prior to such payment

5.3) costs and expenses for which indemnity is
provided by another source or any other
insurance or where but for the existence of this
Extension would have been provided by such
source or insurance proceedings
a)

brought within any country outside of the
Territorial Limits

b)

consequent upon a deliberate act by
or omission of any person entitled to
indemnity under this Extension if the
result thereof could reasonably have been
expected having regard to the nature and
circumstances of such act or omission

c)

which arise out of any activity or risk
excluded by this Policy

provided that in the event of a claim or series of claims
resulting in Your liability to pay a sum in excess of the Limit
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of Liability applicable Our liability under Public Liability or
Products Liability Subsections for costs and expenses shall
not exceed an amount being in the same proportion as Our
payment to You bears to the total payment made by or on
behalf of You in settlement of the claim or claims

5)

against liability for punitive exemplary or aggravated
damages or any additional damages resulting from
the multiplication of compensatory damages

Section Exclusions
We shall not provide indemnity
1)

under the Public Liability or Products Liability
Subsections against liability in respect of Pollution or
Contamination occurring
1.1) within the United States of America or Canada
1.2) elsewhere than within the United States of
America or Canada unless caused by a sudden
identifiable unintended and unexpected Event
which takes place in its entirety at a specific
time and place during the Period of Insurance
provided that
in respect of any liability for which indemnity is not
excluded under Exclusion 1. 2) above
a)

all Pollution or Contamination which arises
out of one Incident shall be deemed to have
occurred at the time such Incident takes place

b)

the liability for all damages under the Public
Liability or Products Liability Subsections
payable in respect of all Pollution or
Contamination which is deemed to have
occurred during any one Period of Insurance
shall not exceed in the aggregate

the amount stated in the Schedule as the Limit of
Indemnity for the Public Liability or Products Liability
Subsections
2)

under the Public Liability or Products Liability
Subsections against liability caused by or arising from
advice design or specification You provided for a fee

3)

under the Public Liability or Products Liability
Subsections for the cost of replacing or making
good faulty, defective or incorrect workmanship or
Products Supplied

4)

under the Public Liability or Products Liability
Subsections against liability
4.1) in respect of mental injury mental anguish or
shock or fear of suffering death Bodily Injury
illness or disease arising out of the actual
alleged or suspected presence or release
of Asbestos or exposure to or inhalation of
Asbestos
4.2) for the costs of management including those
of any persons under any statutory duty to
manage removal mitigation remediation repair
alteration recall rectification replacement or
reinstatement of any property or part thereof
arising out of the presence of Asbestos
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